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Abstract: A partial or complete pulpotomy is a type of vital pulp therapy (VPT) that aims to remove
the inflamed, infected pulp, leaving behind healthy, vital pulp that is capable of healing. VPT
has gained renewed popularity as a treatment option in permanent mature posterior teeth with
irreversible, moderate to severe pulpitis; its high success rates matching that of root canal treatment
(RCT). There is currently no consensus regarding diagnostic and prognostic predictors of success of
pulpotomies for managing such cases. Therefore, we conducted a scoping review to identify and
analyze how these factors affect the outcome of treatment. A literature search using the PRISMA
guidelines was undertaken using PubMed and Scopus on 7 July 2023. A total of 22 studies met
the inclusion criteria and were qualitatively analyzed by two reviewers. The following diagnostic
and prognostic factors were recognized and discussed; presenting signs and symptoms, periapical
diagnosis, bleeding time, indicators of inflammation (bleeding time, concentration of inflammatory
biomarkers), patient age and medical status, the depth, activity and location of caries, and restorative
factors. Based on the studies assessed, there is limited evidence to support their prognostic value.
Further research is necessary to identify solid predictors of outcome.

Keywords: vital pulp therapy; irreversible pulpitis; pulpotomy; deep caries; carious pulp exposure;
pulpal diagnostics

1. Introduction

Irreversible pulpitis, associated with lingering and moderate to severe dental pain,
is one of the most prevalent presenting conditions for an emergency visit to a dental
facility [1–3]. Often, the appointment time scheduled for emergency patients is shorter
than that for a planned visit. Yet, the treatment still needs to be performed efficiently and
effectively to manage pain and, in some cases, prevent infection and possible subsequent
spread of infection [4]. Such emergency treatment is usually temporary, comprising of a
pulpectomy, particularly when root canal treatment (RCT) is planned. Where the pulp is
still partially viable, a partial or complete pulpotomy can provide a time saving, feasible,
and conservative treatment [5].

In the past decade, dentistry has seen a paradigm shift towards minimally invasive
procedures and objectives, including the preservation of the vitality of the pulp [6,7]. To
this end, vital pulp therapy (VPT) comprises a range of procedures that aims to preserve
the vitality and function of the pulp after injury [8]. VPT includes indirect and direct
pulp capping (IPC and DPC, respectively), as well as partial and complete pulpotomy [8].
By definition, a pulpotomy consists of the partial or complete amputation of the coronal
pulp within the pulp chamber [9]. Clinically, a partial pulpotomy commonly involves the
removal of 2–3 mm of the exposed pulp, whereas a coronal or complete pulpotomy involves
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the removal of the entire coronal pulp to the level of the orifice(s) or cementoenamel junction
(CEJ). The traditional pulpectomy procedure differs in that the entire vital pulp is removed,
most of which is healthy and uninflamed [10]. This type of procedure may be considered
unreasonably invasive by some [11,12].

Historically, partial pulpotomies were performed for immature teeth with caries or
traumatic pulp exposure [13,14]. In contemporary literature, pulpotomy is recognized
as an effective and highly successful treatment option for permanent mature teeth with
symptoms of irreversible pulpitis [5,15]. Additionally, it has been shown to have a better
and more predictable outcome than IPC and DPC [16]. This has highlighted the need for
updated definitions to categorize the various “stages” of pulpitis.

1.1. Challenges Associated with the Diagnosis of Irreversible Pulpitis

Traditionally, pulpitis has been referred to as reversible or irreversible [17], which
is diagnosed based on presenting signs, symptoms, and responses to various diagnostic
tests. The American Association of Endodontists (AAE) Glossary of Endodontic Terms
lists symptomatic irreversible pulpitis as “lingering thermal pain, spontaneous pain, re-
ferred pain” [9]. Typically, symptomatic irreversible pulpitis is characterized by a painful
lingering and exaggerated response to hot and/or cold stimuli that can be reproduced with
pulp sensibility tests and/or spontaneous, radiating pain that may sometimes disturb the
patient’s sleep or worsen in a supine position [18–20]. Currently, in the literature, there
is high heterogeneity as to what signs and symptoms lead to a diagnosis of irreversible
pulpitis. Furthermore, the value of current diagnostic tests is debatable as they do not
always reflect the true histological condition of the pulp [21–23]. Histologically, irreversible
pulpitis is characterized by micro-abscess formation, localized pulpal necrosis, and often
the presence of bacteria within the pulp [24,25]. Consequently, the clinician is faced with
inherent difficulty in diagnosing the pulpal status in the clinical setting [5].

RCT has historically been the preferred treatment option for irreversible pulpitis,
with an alternative being tooth extraction. These options are substantiated by a dated
understanding of the pathophysiology of pulpitis referred to as ‘pulp strangulation theory’,
whereby the entire pulp is considered incapable of healing [26]. There is clear scientific
evidence against pulp strangulation theory [27]. Furthermore, a histological study revealed
that inflammation is limited to the coronal pulp in teeth with symptoms of irreversible
pulpitis, with the radicular pulp free from bacterial invasion and inflammation [23].

1.2. The Need for Updated Definitions of Pulpitis

It appears that the AAE classification is the most widely used system for classifying
pulpitis on a global scale. Pulpitis is therein defined as reversible or irreversible, and
further into symptomatic or asymptomatic irreversible pulpitis [17]. Similarly, the European
Society of Endodontology (ESE) considers spontaneous, radiating pain that lingers after
the removal of the stimulus, to be indicative of partial or total irreversible pulpitis [28].
However, these current classifications over-simplify the complex and dynamic nature of
pulpitis. For example, it has been shown that the clinical diagnosis of irreversible pulpitis
only matched the histological diagnosis in 84% of cases [23]. As early as 2013, Asgary
and Eghbal introduced the term “partial irreversible pulpitis” which better recognizes
that pulp necrosis is frequently contained to the coronal pulp [29]. In 2017, Wolters and
colleagues [12] introduced a new classification system, with initial, mild, moderate or
severe pulpitis, which recommended a corresponding VPT treatment for each diagnosis
(Table 1).

A prospective clinical study conducted by Careddu and Duncan [15] explored the
connection between the diagnosis of pulpitis according to the AAE and the proposed
Wolters diagnosis. The results showed that there was a strong correlation between mild
and reversible pulpitis, while moderate and severe pulpitis were highly associated with
irreversible pulpitis. This review paper will use the Wolters “moderate to severe” and “irre-
versible pulpitis” synonymously for painful conditions with vital pulps. The S3 Guidelines
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recommend defining pulpitis as spontaneous or nonspontaneous, while acknowledging no
new classification consensus has been reached [30]. The moderate to severe pulpitis term
better conveys that this condition can be successfully treated by pulpotomy, something
supported by the findings of this paper.

Table 1. Wolters’ proposed classification of pulpitis adapted from [12].

Diagnosis Signs and Symptoms Recommended Management

Initial pulpitis Heightened but not lengthened response to cold, no
tenderness to percussion and no spontaneous pain. Indirect pulp capping

Mild pulpitis
Heightened and lengthened reaction to cold, warm, or
sweet that lasts no longer than 20 s. The tooth may or

may not be tender to percussion.
Indirect pulp capping

Moderate pulpitis

Heightened and prolonged reaction to cold that lasts
for longer than 20 s. The tooth may or may not have
tenderness to percussion. Spontaneous dull pain can

be suppressed by simple analgesics.

Coronal or partial pulpotomy

Severe pulpitis
Severe spontaneous pain with hot and cold, sharp or
dull throbbing pain that is usually worse when lying
down. The tooth is tender to percussion and palpation.

Coronal pulpotomy (note that
pulpectomy is indicated if hemostasis
cannot be achieved, or no bleeding is
noted from one or more of the canals)

1.3. The Shift towards Vital Pulp Therapy

RCT enjoys high success rates, particularly in vital pulps without periapical radi-
olucency (PARL) [31–33]. However, molar RCT is expensive, technique-sensitive, and
time-consuming, as it often requires multiple appointments. One advantage of a par-
tial or complete pulpotomy is that it can be completed in a single appointment, which
includes the placement of a definitive restoration [34,35]. The procedure is also less tech-
nically difficult—with fewer iatrogenic complications possible—less costly, and less time-
consuming to perform than RCT [5,36]. Thus, it may be particularly suited to public health
dentistry and for general dentists who have limited appointment times for emergency
patients, as it is an extremely appealing option. Furthermore, some randomized controlled
trials that have compared postoperative pain after RCT or pulpotomy have shown that
pulpotomy results in lower postoperative pain in the short term [20,37]. This may occur
because of the rapid decrease in tissue pressure and the reduction of inflammatory media-
tors after VPT, along with the ablation of the sensitized nociceptive nerve endings [38]. In
addition, pulpotomy preserves other neural functions of the dental pulp dentin complex,
including maintenance of the immune defense mechanisms [39,40]. Finally, it is well doc-
umented that pulp chamber pulpotomy is an effective treatment for moderate to severe
pulpitis, which may have success rates that are similar or even superior to those reported
for RCT; Asgary reported an overall success of 98% for RCT versus 99% for CEM or MTA
pulpotomy at two years, and Beaquis found pulpotomy had higher success rates than
RCT (77% and 67%, respectively) [19,41]. It is important to note that both studies found
no significant difference in overall success between the two treatment arms. This was
further highlighted in a systematic review and meta-analysis highlighting that there is no
difference in postoperative pain or success between treatment modalities [11].

Despite the benefits of pulpotomy over RCT, and the high success rates reported in the
literature, this treatment option has not yet been widely adopted by general and specialist
dental practitioners for the management of moderate to severe pulpitis in permanent
mature posterior teeth [19,42]. This may be in part due to conflicting information in the
literature concerning the clinical protocol that should be adhered to for VPT. In addition,
there is confusion regarding diagnostic factors and prognostic predictors for the success of
a partial or complete pulpotomy in cases with moderate to severe pulpitis.

The aim of this scoping review was to examine how diagnostic and prognostic factors
impacted pulpotomy success for the management of moderate to severe pulpitis in per-
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manent, mature posterior teeth. In this review, diagnostic factors were those that helped
inform about pulpitis, and prognostic factors were those that influenced pulpotomy out-
come. A database literature search was conducted based on a defined search criteria to
explore the diagnostic and prognostic factors that impact the outcome of partial or complete
pulpotomy in permanent mature premolars and molars (posterior teeth) with moderate to
severe pulpitis. This review also highlights the differences and shortcomings in current
clinical studies to identify the knowledge gaps.

2. Materials and Methods

This scoping review was conducted according to PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines for Scoping Reviews Checklist [43].
It was registered with the OSF Registries (registration DOI https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.
IO/4FNBU, accessed on 5 October 2023). A literature search of papers published from
January 1992 onwards was conducted on PubMed and Scopus on 7 July 2023 using the
following search strategy:

“Irreversible pulpitis” OR “moderate pulpitis” OR “moderate inflammat*” OR “severe
pulpitis” OR “severe inflammat*” OR “acute pulpitis” OR “pulpal inflammat*”
AND
“Vital pulp therapy” OR VPT OR Pulpotomy OR “Vital pulp treatment”
AND
(((Permanent OR adult) AND (teeth OR tooth OR molar* OR dentition OR premolar*)) OR
“Dentition, Permanent”[Mesh])
AND
Success OR Retention OR Vitality OR Outcome OR Pain OR Survival

The Scopus search differed in that the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) term was
omitted. Additionally, relevant literature was hand-searched and PubMed and Scopus
were screened monthly until 23 October 2023.

All study types were included: reviews, meta-analyses, systematic reviews, and
clinical studies. Papers were excluded if they were not written in English or were not on
human teeth in vivo. Only papers that reported on partial and/or complete pulpotomies
on permanent mature (complete root development) posterior teeth with symptoms of
irreversible pulpitis (moderate to severe pulpitis) were included in the qualitative analysis.
For papers that included immature and mature teeth, reversible and irreversible pulpitis,
and anterior and posterior teeth, authors were contacted for the raw data to differentiate
the variables. However, only one author [18] provided such information.

A total of 211 studies were imported for screening (102 from PubMed and 109 from
Scopus) into web-based software specifically designed for the management of systematic
reviews (Covidence, www.covidence.org, accessed on 5 October 2023). After the removal
of duplicates (91 studies), 120 studies were screened from their title and abstract by two
reviewers (H.M. and P.W.), of which 60 studies were excluded. A total of 60 studies had
their full texts read by the two reviewers, and variables reported in included papers were
tabulated. Twenty-two papers met the inclusion criteria, and 38 studies were excluded for
various reasons as agreed by the two reviewers (Figure 1). If there was a conflict concerning
the inclusion/exclusion of a paper, the reviewers met in person to discuss the reasoning
and a mutual decision was made.

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/4FNBU
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/4FNBU
www.covidence.org
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Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart.

3. Results

A qualitative analysis of the included papers was undertaken. The included clinical
studies are presented in Table 2. Particular emphasis was placed on the diagnostic and
prognostic factors of age, medical status exclusions, the periapical and pulpal diagnoses,
the time to the definitive restoration placement, pulp capping material and markers of
inflammation; bleeding time, hemostasis protocol and other markers mentioned.

The criteria used to determine success in each study were evaluated. Outcomes
reported included post-operative pain, presentation of apical tissues, and presence of sinus
tracts or swellings. Details of respective outcomes are reported in Table 2.

Sample sizes, number of participants that were followed-up, and the drop-out rate
were also listed. The analysis defined follow-up numbers and drop-out rates as inclusive of
any teeth that failed up to the review period because these patients were reviewed ahead
of time, out of necessity. The drop-out rate was the number of patients who did not attend
for review, as a percentage of sample size. Furthermore, when pulpotomy was compared
with RCT, these parameters were documented specifically for the pulpotomy group only in
Table 2, excluding the 2015 paper by Asgary et al. [5]. For this article, the overall numbers
for RCT and VPT were recorded due to limited information provided in the paper.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the included studies.

Author,
Year

Sample Size (SS),
Follow-Up (F/U),
Drop-Out (D/O)

Partial or
Complete

Pulpotomy Type
(PP, CP,

Respectively),
Material(s) Used

Age (Yrs), Time
to Rest’n

Other
Exclusions

Pulpitis Diagnosis,
Periapical Diagnosis

Inflammation:
Bleeding Time (mins),

Agent, Other
Indicators

Definition of Success
Including

Radiographic
Appearance.

P/O Pain.
Success Rate & Recall

Period

Diagnostic/Prognostic
Factors Examined for

Success
(Statistical

Significance Indicated
by p < 0.05)

Asgary [5]
2015

SS: 407
F/U: 271

D/O: 33%

CP (compared
with RCT)

CEM or MTA

9–65
1 week

Active systemic
disease, physical or

mental disability

Spontaneous pain or
pain exacerbated with
hot and cold stimuli
that lasts for a few
seconds to several
hours (lingering)

compared to
control teeth.

With/without
periapical involvement.

No limit
Saline

Asymptomatic, no abscess, swelling, sinus tract,
redness or tenderness.

Modified Strindberg criteria for radiographic
success.

P/O pain: reported in an earlier report [44].
Success: 71.3% 5 years.

Pulp capping material,
age, pre-operative

PARL, outcome
compared with RCT

(p > 0.05)

Careddu
[15] 2021

SS: 51
F/U: 41

D/O: 20%

PP
Biodentine

14–60
1 week No pulp exposure

Wolter’s classification
and AAE classification.
Absence/presence of

TTP; radiographic
appearance

not mentioned.

Limit ≤ 6 min
2.5% NaOCl

Responsive, non-lingering to cold testing,
asymptomatic, no TTP, no PARL. Also considered

unresponsive but successful as a sub-category.
P/O pain: whilst P/O was generally absent at 24 h, at

7 days >50% of pts reported increased sensitivity to
cold that gradually subsided within 3 months.

Success: 90% overall for PP; 88% for moderate & 60%
for severe pulpitis 12 months.

Mild pulpitis had a
better outcome than

severe (p < 0.05). TTP,
bleeding time, RP or IP,

moderate or mild
pulpitis (p > 0.05)

Uesrichai
[18] 2019

SS: 27
F/U: 27

D/O: 0%

PP
MTA or Biodentine

7.11–16.11(
X = 11.4)

Immediate

ASA class ≥ 3,
necrotic or partially

necrotic on exposure,
exposure size >1 mm
but <5 mm, no pulp

exposure

Spontaneous pain with
sharp and lingering
pain to cold testing.

No prominent PARL
included but PDL

widening or
condensing

osteitis included.

Limit ≤ 10 min
2.5% NaOCl

No S&S of pulpitis, abnormal mobility or fistula.
Positive response to cold. Improvement of early

periapical changes, absence of PARL, IRR and ERR.
P/O pain not reported.

Success: ~85% (range 8 months to 5.75 yrs).

Not mentioned

Taha [20]
2023

SS: 30
F/U: 29

D/O: 3%

CP
Biodentine

15–50(
X = 29.9)

Immediate

Tooth not in
occlusion

History of spontaneous
pain lasting for a few

seconds to several
hours, exacerbation of

pain by hot & cold
fluids, radiating pain.
Normal apical tissues,

symptomatic or
asymptomatic
AP included.

Limit ≤ 10 min
2.5% NaOCl

No spontaneous pain (except first few days P/O),
functional and asymptomatic, no TTP or tenderness to
palpation. Soft tissue appears normal, no mobility, no

pathosis (IRR, ERR, furcal pathosis or new PARL).
P/O pain: CP had a lower mean pain score than RCT
at 24 h (p < 0.05) but no difference at 2, 3, 5 & 7 days

(p > 0.05). CP had lower analgesic use than RCT
(p < 0.05).

Pt satisfaction recorded: higher for CP in terms of
duration of treatment, intraoperative pain,

pleasantness & cost (p < 0.05).
QOL assessment:

improvements for RCT & CP.
Success: 93% 12 months.

Outcome compared
with RCT (p > 0.05)
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Table 2. Cont.

Author,
Year

Sample Size (SS),
Follow-Up (F/U),
Drop-Out (D/O)

Partial or
Complete

Pulpotomy Type
(PP, CP,

Respectively),
Material(s) Used

Age (Yrs), Time
to Rest’n

Other
Exclusions

Pulpitis Diagnosis,
Periapical Diagnosis

Inflammation:
Bleeding Time (mins),

Agent, Other
Indicators

Definition of Success
Including

Radiographic
Appearance.

P/O Pain.
Success Rate & Recall

Period

Diagnostic/Prognostic
Factors Examined for

Success
(Statistical

Significance Indicated
by p < 0.05)

Aldeen [35]
2023

SS: 40
F/U: 36

D/O: 10%

PP
MTA

18–25
Immediate Partially necrotic

Spontaneous pain or
pain exacerbated by

cold stimuli lasting for
a few seconds to

several hours
(lingering) compared

to controls.
No prominent PARL.

Limit ≤ 6 min
2.5% NaOCl

Response to cold WNL, no abnormal mobility, fistulae,
PARL, IRR or ERR.

P/O pain not reported.
Success: 88.9% 12 months.

Caries depth and
activity, bleeding time

(p > 0.05)

Sánchez-
Lara y

Tajonar [36]
2022

SS: 41
F/U: 41

D/O: 0%

CP
MTA

17–78(
X = 24.6 ±

15.8)
Immediate

Mild or moderate
pain (<7 out of 10)
except when there
was deep caries,

pathologic medically
compromised

Spontaneous pain or
pain exacerbated by

thermal stimuli lasting
for a few secs to several

hours (lingering
compared to control).

No PARL.

Limit ≤ 10 min
2.5%

NaOCl

No persistent or spontaneous pain, no TTP,
tenderness to palpation, sinus tract, discoloration,

swelling, abnormal mobility or PDs. No PARL, furcal
pathosis, IRR or ERR.

P/O pain: 78.8% of pts had no pain at 24 h, at 7 days
97.5% had no pain.

Pt satisfaction recorded (97.5% satisfied at 24 h).
Success: 97.6% 12 months.

Not mentioned

Asgary [29]
2013

SS: 413
F/U: 346

D/O: 16%

CP
CEM or

MTA

9–65
(X = 27 ± 8.5)

1 week

Active systemic
disease, physical or
mental disability, or
pregnant or nursing

Spontaneous pain for a
few seconds to several
hours with extensive

caries, pain exacerbated
by hot or cold fluids

and/or radiating pain.
With/without

periapical involvement.

No limit
Saline

Asymptomatic, no abscess, swelling, sinus tract,
redness or tenderness. Modified Strindberg criteria

for radiographic success
P/O pain: no significant difference in pain intensity

after MTA or CEM CP (recorded every 24 h for 7 days)
Success: 93.9% 12 months

Pulp capping material
(p > 0.05)

Beauquis
[41] 2022

SS: 44
F/U: 35

D/O: 20%

CP (compared
with RCT)
Biodentine

≥18(
X = 34.8)

Immediate (or
within 4 weeks)

Systemic conditions

Spontaneous, radiating
pain that lingers after

removal of
cold stimulus.

PAI 1, 2 or 3 included.

Limit not quantified
Saline

Absence of S&S, no ERR, IRR or furcal bone loss. PAI
1 or 2, maintenance of PAI 3 or drop in score if

pre-operative PAI > 3.
P/O pain: no difference in reduction of pain at any

time period (24 h & 7 days) between RCT & CP.
Success: 76% 12 months.

Outcome compared
with RCT (p > 0.05)

Airsang
[45] 2022

SS: 60
F/U: 53

D/O: 12%

CP
NeoMTA or
Biodentine

18–35(
X = 26)

2 weeks

No pulp exposure,
no significant

medical history

AAE Glossary
definition; exaggerated

and prolonged
response to EPT

and cold.
No AP including
PDL widening.

Limit
<10 min

2.5% NaOCl

Not well-defined.
Asymptomatic, no TTP, swelling, fistulae, sinus tract,

integrity of rest’n, ERR, IRR, furcal or
periapical pathosis.

P/O pain not reported.
Success: 86% 12 months (materials combined).

Pulp capping material
(p > 0.05)
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Table 2. Cont.

Author,
Year

Sample Size (SS),
Follow-Up (F/U),
Drop-Out (D/O)

Partial or
Complete

Pulpotomy Type
(PP, CP,

Respectively),
Material(s) Used

Age (Yrs), Time
to Rest’n

Other
Exclusions

Pulpitis Diagnosis,
Periapical Diagnosis

Inflammation:
Bleeding Time (mins),

Agent, Other
Indicators

Definition of Success
Including

Radiographic
Appearance.

P/O Pain.
Success Rate & Recall

Period

Diagnostic/Prognostic
Factors Examined for

Success
(Statistical

Significance Indicated
by p < 0.05)

Elmas [46]
2023

SS: 25
F/U: 25

D/O: 0%

CP
MTA

9–14(
X = 10.8)
3 days

Contributory
medical history, no

pulp exposure,
necrotic or partially
necrotic on exposure

AAE Glossary
definition; spontaneous

pain or pain
exacerbated by cold
stimuli lasting for
much longer than

control teeth.
PAI 1, 2, 3 or
4 included.

No limit (range
3–25 min)

Saline

No pain, TTP, sinus tract, swelling, IRR or ERR. No
new furcal pathosis or PARL, reduction in PAI score.

P/O pain: at 2 days, 64.6% of cases had complete pain
relief, 31.2% scored 2/8 & 4.2% scored 4/8. No pts

took analgesics in this period.
Success: 96% 12 months.

PAI score, bleeding
time (p > 0.05)

Ramani [47]
2022

SS: 93
F/U: 88

D/O: 5%

PP or CP
MTA

18–40(
X = 23.3 ± 4.9)

1 week

Systemically healthy,
analgesic intake in

the past week,
antibiotics in the past

month, partial
necrosis on exposure

AAE Glossary
definition; history of
spontaneous pain or
lingering pain that

could be reproduced by
cold testing.

Normal apical tissues
(PAI ≤ 2, nil TTP).

Limit ≤ 6 min
3% NaOCl

Absence of S&S, no TTP, PAI < 3, no furcal
involvement, IRR or ERR

P/O pain: 97.7% of pts reported pain at 24 h, none
reported moderate to severe pain at day 7. In the CP
group, analgesics were needed by fewer pts & mean

consumption was also less than for PP
(p < 0.05).

Success: 97.7% PP, 98.8% CP 12 months.

PP or CP outcome
(p > 0.05)

Sharma [48]
2021

SS: 40
F/U: 40

D/O: 0%

CP
MTA

16–35(
X = 25.3 ± 6.2)

Immediate

Systemically
unhealthy, history of

taking long-acting
NSAIDs in the

past week

AAE Glossary
definition of
symptomatic

irreversible pulpitis.
Normal apical tissues

(PAI ≤ 2).

Limit ≤ 10 min
2.5% NaOCl

No S&S, IRR, ERR or furcal pathosis. PAI < 3.
P/O pain not reported.

Success: 88% 12 months.

Concentration of
MMP-9 levels on

treatment outcome and
pre-treatment diagnosis
(p < 0.05), bleeding time

and MMP-9
concentration (p > 0.05)

Taha [49]
2018

SS: 64
F/U: 60

D/O: 6%

CP
Biodentine

19–69(
X = 33.2)

Immediate or
2 weeks later

Contributory
medical history, no

pulp exposure,
partially necrotic

on exposure

AAE Glossary
definition; spontaneous

pain or pain
exacerbated by cold

stimuli lasting for a few
seconds to several
hours (lingering)

compared to
control teeth.
PAI 1, 2, 3 or
4 included.

Limit ≤ 6 min
2.5% NaOCl

No history of spontaneous pain or discomfort (except
2 days P/O), no TTP or tenderness to palpation,

swelling, sinus tract or new pathosis (furcal,
periapical or resorption). Normal mobility and PDs.
PAI 1 or 2 or reduction in pre-operative PAI score.
P/O pain: at 2 days, 93% of pts reported complete

pain relief (the rest reported mild pain 1–2/10).
Success: 97% 12 months.

Not mentioned

R [50] 2021
SS: 80

F/U: 80
D/O: 0%

CP
MTA

16–35
Immediate

Extremely
deep caries

ESE definition;
episodes of

spontaneous, radiating
pain that lingered after

removal of stimulus.
No PARL.

Limit ≤ 10 min
2.5% NaOCl

No history of spontaneous pain, swelling or
discomfort on chewing. Functional, PAI ≤ 2, no IRR.

P/O pain not reported.
Success: 94% 12 months.

Location of caries
(occlusal versus

proximal) (p > 0.05)
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Table 2. Cont.

Author,
Year

Sample Size (SS),
Follow-Up (F/U),
Drop-Out (D/O)

Partial or
Complete

Pulpotomy Type
(PP, CP,

Respectively),
Material(s) Used

Age (Yrs), Time
to Rest’n

Other
Exclusions

Pulpitis Diagnosis,
Periapical Diagnosis

Inflammation:
Bleeding Time (mins),

Agent, Other
Indicators

Definition of Success
Including

Radiographic
Appearance.

P/O Pain.
Success Rate & Recall

Period

Diagnostic/Prognostic
Factors Examined for

Success
(Statistical

Significance Indicated
by p < 0.05)

Anta [51]
2022

SS: 66
F/U: 52

D/O: 21%

CP
Biodentine

20–47(
X = 26 ± 8)

1 week

Not in “good
general health”

Spontaneous, nocturnal
and provoked and

exacerbated by hot and
cold foods and/or

radiating pain.
Responded positively

to cold and EPT.
PAI 1 or 2 included.

Limit ≤ 5 min
Saline

Asymptomatic, non-mobile, no TTP, defective rest’n,
sinus tract, IRR or ERR. PAI 1 or 2 with no increase in

PAI score.
P/O pain not reported.

Success: 87% 12 months.

Age and PAI score
(p < 0.05). Location of
caries, mechanical or

carious pulp exposure,
pre-operative pain

(moderate or severe),
bleeding time,
pre-operative
tenderness to

percussion and
treatment time

(p > 0.05)

Jassal [52]
2022

SS: 50
F/U: 49

D/O: 2%

PP or CP
Biodentine

≥18(
X = 24.8 ± 5)

2 weeks

Not medically
healthy, no pulp

exposure, necrotic or
partially necrotic on

exposure

Spontaneous pain,
heightened or lingering
response to thermal or

EPT, nocturnal pain.
Normal apical tissues

(PAI 1, nil TTP).

Limit ≤ 10 min
2.5% NaOCl

No spontaneous pain or discomfort, heightened
response to hot/cold, TTP or tenderness to

palpation.
P/O pain: no difference in pain reduction at any time

periods between CP & CP (24 h, 48 h & 1 week),
analgesic use was low.

Success: 88% (PP), 91.6% (CP) 12 months.

PP or CP outcome
(p > 0.05)

Baranwal
[53] 2022

SS: 61
F/U: 54

D/O: 11%

PP or CP
Biodentine

18–40
1 week

No pulp exposure,
partial necrosis

on exposure

With/without
spontaneous sharp or
dull pain, lingering

pain with hot or cold.
With/without

periapical involvement
defined by PAI.

Limit ≤ 10 min
3% NaOCl

Absence of S&S, no ERR, IRR, furcal or new periapical
pathosis. Resolved or reduced size of PARL.

P/O pain not reported.
Success: 80.7% (PP), 92.8% (CP) 12 months.

Pre-operative PARL,
CP or PP outcome

(p > 0.05)

Taha [54]
2018

SS: 17
F/U: 17

D/O: 0%

CP
Biodentine

9–17
Immediate Not mentioned

AAE Glossary
definition; spontaneous

pain or pain
exacerbated by cold

stimuli lasting for a few
seconds to several
hours (lingering)

compared to
control teeth.

PAI scores recorded.

Limit ≤ 6 min
2.5% NaOCl

No history of spontaneous pain or discomfort (except
first few days P/O), functional and asymptomatic,
grade I mobility, no swelling or sinus tract. No IRR,

ERR, PAI < 3 or reduction in PAI score.
P/O pain: at 2 days, all pts had complete pain relief &

none required
analgesics.

Success: 94% 12 months.

Not mentioned

Hussain
[55] 2022

SS: 20
F/U: 17

D/O: 15%

CP
MTA

25–55
Immediate

Contributory
medical history,

necrotic or partially
necrotic on exposure

Exaggerated response
with cold & heat

lingering for >15 s.
No PARL.

Limit ≤ 5 min
Saline

No history of spontaneous pain (except 1 week P/O),
TTP, tenderness to palpation, swelling, ERR, IRR or

PARL. Functional and responsive to EPT.
P/O pain: at 2 days, all cases reported complete relief

of pain and no pts had required analgesics.
Success: 94% 12 months.

Not mentioned
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Table 2. Cont.

Author,
Year

Sample Size (SS),
Follow-Up (F/U),
Drop-Out (D/O)

Partial or
Complete

Pulpotomy Type
(PP, CP,

Respectively),
Material(s) Used

Age (Yrs), Time
to Rest’n

Other
Exclusions

Pulpitis Diagnosis,
Periapical Diagnosis

Inflammation:
Bleeding Time (mins),

Agent, Other
Indicators

Definition of Success
Including

Radiographic
Appearance.

P/O Pain.
Success Rate & Recall

Period

Diagnostic/Prognostic
Factors Examined for

Success
(Statistical

Significance Indicated
by p < 0.05)

Kumar [56]
2016

SS: 54
F/U: 48

D/O: 11%

CP
PRF, MTA or

CaOH

14–32
24 h

Systemic disease,
opioid or steroid
therapy, taking

antibiotics

Spontaneous, lingering
pain exacerbated by hot
and cold fluids and/or

radiating pain.
No periapical
involvement.

“Several minutes” (not
quantified)

Saline

No abscess, swelling, sinus tract or tenderness.
Modified Strindberg criteria for radiographic success
(success had normal lamina dura. Widened PDL was

considered a failure).
P/O pain: no difference between the materials at 24 h

or 7 days.
Success: 37.5% for CaOH, 44.4% for MTA & 35.7% for

PRF 12 months.

Pulp capping material
(p > 0.05)

Asgary [57]
2009

SS: 12
F/U: 12

D/O: 0%

CP
NEC

14–62
Immediate

Medical
contraindication

Moderate to severe
pain, history of
lingering pain.

Periapical status not
mentioned.

5 min
Saline

No mobility, no TTP, asymptomatic, normal
periodontium

radiographically.
P/O pain not reported.

Success: 92% (µ 15.8 months).

Not mentioned

Taha [58]
2017

SS: 50
F/U: 49

D/O: 2%

PP
MTA or CaOH

20–52(
X = 30.3 ± 9.6)

1 week

Contributory
medical history

Severe spontaneous
lingering pain that

could be reproduced by
cold testing.

Periapical status
not mentioned.

Limit ≤ 6 min
2.5% NaOCl

No history of spontaneous pain or discomfort (except
first few days P/O), functional and asymptomatic,
positive response to cold, no TTP or tenderness to

palpation, grade I mobility with normal soft tissues.
No IRR or ERR, PAI < 3.
P/O pain not reported.

Success: 85% MTA, 43% CaOH 2 years.

Pulp capping material
(p < 0.05)

Abbreviations: X: sample mean, AAE: American Association of Endodontists, ASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists, CaOH: calcium hydroxide, CEM: calcium-enriched cement,
CP: complete pulpotomy, D/O: drop-out, EPT: electric pulp testing, ERR: external root resorption, ESE: European Society of Endodontology, F/U: follow-up, h: hours, IP: irreversible
pulpitis, IRR: internal root resorption, mins: minutes, MMP-9: matrix metalloproteinase-9, MTA: mineral trioxide aggregate, NaOCl: sodium hypochlorite, NEC: new endodontic cement,
NSAIDs: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, P/O: post-operative, PAI: periapical index, PARL: periapical radiolucency, PDL: periodontal ligament, PDs: probing depths, PP: partial
pulpotomy, PRF: platelet-rich fibrin, pts: patients, QOL: quality of life, RCT: root canal treatment, Rest’n: restoration, RP: reversible pulpitis, S&S: signs and symptoms, SS: sample size,
TTP: tenderness to percussion, WNL: within normal limits, yrs: years.
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Exclusion criteria for not performing a pulpotomy in each study are also reported in
Table 2. However, standard exclusion criteria across the studies included a tooth that had
no response to pulp sensibility testing, pathologic/abnormal probing depths and mobility
indicative of periodontal disease, was unrestorable, or with evidence of internal or external
root resorption, or root canal calcification.

3.1. Diagnostic Factors Examined
3.1.1. Presenting Signs and Symptoms

As mentioned, this review paper adopts Wolters’ proposed classification for pulpitis
severity, which is highly correlated with irreversible pulpitis as defined by the AAE [15].
Seven papers specifically defined irreversible pulpitis according to the AAE definition [9],
yet in the inclusion criteria none of these studies used this definition verbatim [15,16,45–49].
One study used the 2019 ESE definition [50]. Another paper compared the Wolters’ clas-
sification with the AAE classification of pulpitis [15]. In this paper, one minor deviation
from Wolters’ classification was in the patient assessment section for mild pulpitis. Wolters’
definition specifies a stimulated pain duration of up to 20 s, but pain duration was not
mentioned in the categorization of study participants. Rather, it was stated that pain was
triggered by cold or percussion. The remainder of the studies used a modified or individu-
alized definition of irreversible pulpitis. However, based on the descriptions provided, it
appears that there are no major differences in the definitions.

Few studies analyzed the impact of pre-operative pain severity on pulpotomy progno-
sis. Anta et al. [51] found that treatment outcomes were not affected by pre-operative pain
severity (moderate and severe), but no scale or descriptors were used to define these. In
contrast, Careddu and Duncan [15] revealed that mild pulpitis had a significantly better
outcome than severe pulpitis when a partial pulpotomy was performed. Yet, there was no
significant difference in outcome between mild and moderate pulpitis. A systematic review
found that there was no difference in the success of pulpotomy between symptomatic
and asymptomatic irreversible pulpitis, suggesting that lack of pain is not a prognostic
factor [16].

3.1.2. Periapical Diagnosis

Ørstavik developed the periapical index (PAI) to grade the appearance of the periapical
region on a conventional periapical radiograph [59]. Clinicians and researchers use this
classification to categorize periapical health or disease, as well as to recognize healing. Eight
studies utilized the PAI scoring system to identify the pre-operative periapical diagnosis
and/or the outcome of pulpotomy [41,46–49,51–54]. One study included teeth with and
without PARL as defined by the PAI score, but did not provide the number of cases in
each classification [53]. Many studies excluded teeth with radiographic evidence of apical
periodontitis but failed to mention the presence or absence of tenderness to percussion or
palpation, therefore failing to accurately diagnose the periapical condition [36,50,55].

Multiple studies showed that the presence of apical periodontitis, whether radiographic
or clinical, does not have a statistically significant impact on the outcome [5,15,46,53]. Two
studies included cases with a pre-operative PAI score of 3 [41,46]. Anta et al. [51] was the only
study included in the review that found that the pre-operative periapical condition affected
the outcome. They concluded that the success of complete pulpotomy with Biodentine
was significantly higher for cases with a pre-operative PAI score of 1 compared with those
with a score of 2, yet this study was underpowered to reliably assess this statistically, and
there was a significantly skewed distribution of cases towards a PAI score of 1. Yet, most
authors consider a PAI score of 1 and 2 to be healthy [59–61]. Furthermore, the study by
Kumar et al. [56] considered widening of the periodontal ligament (PDL) to be a treatment
failure. Whilst restorative factors certainly may have played a role in the low success rate
(see Section 4.8), the strict criteria for success also likely contributed.
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3.1.3. Inflammation; Bleeding Time and Biomarkers

The bleeding time has been suggested to be an indicator of the extent of inflammation
in the pulp, and therefore a diagnostic factor of pulpitis. Some of the studies did not
mention the time taken to achieve hemostasis [5,29,41]. Kumar et al. [56] excluded cases
where bleeding could not be controlled after “several” minutes, but the specific time period
was also not quantified. The majority of the studies restricted hemostasis time to 10 min
and performed pulpectomy if bleeding exceeded this [18,20,36,45,48,50,52,53]. One study
did not include a limit for the time to achieve hemostasis and showed a range for bleeding
stoppage of 3–25 min for children’s teeth with complete root maturation (mean 7 min). The
one tooth that failed had a bleeding time of 7 min, while teeth which bled for 25, 15, 14,
and 12 min succeeded. They found that the bleeding time did not affect success [46].

Regarding pulpotomy outcome, few studies statistically analyzed whether bleeding
time was a prognostic factor. Anta et al. [51] limited the time to hemostasis to 5 min but
found that the bleeding stoppage time did not influence the outcome of treatment. Aldeen
et al. [35] limited bleeding time to 6 min and observed that all failures occurred in the
4–6-min bleeding time category, but this was not statistically significant. According to
Baranwal’s findings, achieving hemostasis typically required 8–10 min in the majority
of cases. However, statistical analysis was not conducted on this particular factor [53].
Careddu and Duncan [15] similarly found that bleeding time was not a prognostic factor
for the success of partial pulpotomy, regardless of the severity of pulpitis. Only one of
the included studies mentioned the appearance of the pulp or bleeding severity that was
observed intra-operatively [18]. A vital pulp was judged by the appearance of bright red
blood that was overflowing from the exposure site.

One study examined the concentration of an inflammatory biomarker: matrix
metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) [48]. Its concentration is known to be elevated during pulpal
inflammation. No correlation was found between the bleeding time and MMP-9 concentra-
tion. This study did, however, find that the concentration of MMP-9 was highly correlated
with the outcome of complete MTA pulpotomy.

3.2. Prognostic Factors Examined
3.2.1. Patient Age

The age range of the patients in the 22 included studies was from 9 to 78 years old.
Most of the studies did not include any patients over the age of 60, with the distribution
skewed towards a younger age group in the 20–30 year range. Most papers did not
conduct statistical analysis on age and treatment outcome correlation, with the majority
only providing the distribution within the study groups, age range, and/or mean. One
study, Asgary et al. [5], grouped the patients’ ages at the time of treatment into <20 years
old, 21–29 years old, and ≥30 years old, and found that the age did not significantly affect
the outcome of complete pulpotomy. It is important to note that this study had a bias
towards a younger demographic. One included study found that age significantly affected
the outcome of treatment [51]. Their results showed that patients in the younger age
group (20–25 years) had significantly better outcomes for complete pulpotomy than the
other age groups included (26–30, 31–35, 36–40, and >40 years old). However, the study
was underpowered with only 52 patients followed up at 12 months, which is lower than
what the power analysis determined (68 patients) due to a 21% drop-out rate. The power
calculation in this study also used an uncommon margin of error of 10%, leading to a
greater spread of acceptable sample size values. Furthermore, there was a severely skewed
distribution of pulpotomies that were performed in the 20–25 year age group.

3.2.2. Medical Status

The medical status of the patients included in the studies was highly heterogeneous. As-
gary’s papers excluded any patients with active systemic disease, and physical or mental dis-
ability, though these parameters were not defined [5,29,57]. Some papers only included pa-
tients who had a non-contributory medical history, though this was also not defined [46,49],
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while other papers failed to mention the medical status altogether [15,35,50,53]. Most pa-
pers mentioned only including healthy patients [36,41,47,48,51,52]. Kumar et al. [56] more
specifically excluded patients with systemic disease, opioid or steroid therapy, or who were
taking antibiotics. Uesrichai et al. [18] included patients categorized as an American Society
of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Class I or II. No papers statistically analyzed or discussed how a
medical condition or medication affected the outcome of treatment.

3.2.3. Caries Depth, Activity, and Location

The ESE defines deep caries as caries that reaches the inner quarter of dentine, with a
zone of hard/firm dentine that can be seen radiographically between the radiolucent lesion
and the pulp. Extremely deep caries penetrates the entire thickness of the dentine, being
continuous with the pulp space radiographically [28]. Aldeen et al. [35] designed their study
to determine how the activity level/speed of progression (determined by the color and
surface texture after removal of peripheral caries) and depth (deep or extremely deep) of
caries affected the outcome of partial pulpotomy with MTA. They found that the degree of
caries activity did not significantly affect the outcome. However, 4/24 rapidly progressing
lesions failed, while no failures were seen in the 12 lesions with slow progression. Similarly,
no significant differences were observed for caries depth, with 3/16 extremely deep lesions
failing and only 1/20 failures in the deep caries group. Two studies assessed the location of
caries (occlusal versus proximal) and found that it was not a prognostic factor [50,51].

Multiple studies excluded teeth that were necrotic or “partially necrotic” on exposure,
defined as non-bleeding or insufficient bleeding, respectively [18,35,46,47,49,51–53,55,58].
Other studies excluded teeth that had no pulp exposure after caries removal, yet the teeth
had signs and symptoms of moderate to severe pulpitis [15,18,46,47,49,50,52,53,57,58]. One
study also found that there was no difference in outcome if the pulp exposure was carious
or mechanically created in order to perform the pulpotomy [51].

3.2.4. Restorative Factors

Opinions differ in the literature regarding whether a definitive restoration should be
placed during the same appointment as the pulpotomy, or if the tooth should be temporarily
filled with glass ionomer (GIC) and restored with composite resin (CR) at a subsequent
appointment. None of the included studies used indirect restorations; in one study, the
entire cavity was initially restored with Biodentine, then 2–3 mm of that material were
removed one-week post-pulpotomy and CR was placed [15]. All four patients who failed to
return for the CR filling later attended an emergency appointment. Each patient presented
with dislodged Biodentine, causing symptoms that required root canal treatment. Asgary
and Ehsani [57] placed permanent restorations during the same visit, but in subsequent
papers, Asgary recommends postponing the placement of a final restoration (7 days post-
pulpotomy) [5,29]. None of the included studies evaluated how specifically the quality of
restoration affected the outcome of treatment.

The time elapsed between the pulpotomy and placement of a definitive restoration was
also considered to be a prognostic factor. The majority of studies placed the definitive restora-
tion in the same appointment (immediately) as the pulpotomy [18,20,35,36,48–50,54,55,57]. The
rest of the studies placed the definitive restoration within 1 week [5,15,29,46,47,51,53,56,58],
except for two studies which placed it at 2 weeks post-pulpotomy [45,52].

4. Discussion
4.1. Outcomes and Success Criteria

Partial and complete pulpotomies enjoy high success rates when treating moderate to
severe pulpitis [16]. In the studies that met the inclusion criteria for the present review, the
overall success rates ranged from 76 to 100% over 12 months. Few studies describe recall
times that exceed 12 months; a longer observation period may result in lower clinical and
radiographic outcomes [5].
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Strindberg [62] first classified RCT success based on strict or loose criteria. Strict
criteria only included healed cases, while loose criteria included those with signs of healing.
There is considerable variation in the literature concerning the definition of VPT success.
The recent ESE S3 guidelines identify the outcome measures for the treatment of pulpi-
tis and apical periodontitis [63]. Accordingly, patient-centered outcomes are the most
critical measures of outcome, with tooth survival being the central outcome measure, as
it directly affects the patient’s oral health-related quality of life (OHRQoL) [20,64]. Two
studies included in the review reported high patient satisfaction [36], with one also assess-
ing how quality of life was significantly improved after both RCT and pulpotomy [20].
Encouragingly, Taha et al. [20] reported that the pulpotomy group reported significantly
higher patient satisfaction than RCT group for duration of treatment, intra-operative pain,
pleasantness, and financial cost. The presence or absence of pain, tenderness, swelling of
sinus tract, need for analgesics, tooth function, need for further intervention, and radio-
graphic evidence of a reduction in size or absence of an apical lesion are other important
outcome measures.

Post-operative pain relief and the need for analgesics are also important patient-
centered outcomes. Post-operative pain scores were recorded in most studies, but the
time periods and methodology for pain reporting varied [15,20,29,36,41,45–47,49,52,54–56]
Pulpotomy results in pain relief comparable to that of RCT [29,41], with evidence suggesting
lower pain scores may be achieved more efficiently with VPT [20]. The reason for post-
operative pain should be considered, as one study stated that the only case that reported
pain at 7 days experienced complete resolution of pain after occlusal adjustment [36].

In some studies, a negative response to cold [18,58] or electric pulp testing (EPT) [55]
constituted treatment failure, while most studies do not consider pulp sensibility testing
at the review appointment(s). The absence of a response to cold and/or EPT does not
necessarily mean the pulp is in fact necrotic [65]. Careddu and Duncan [15] found that
10 teeth in their partial pulpotomy study were unresponsive to cold testing but were
asymptomatic and had no PARL at 12 months. The authors did not perform histological
examination of these teeth, so their pulp may have been necrotic; however, it is important
to recognize that these teeth may also have been vital.

Table 2 provides detailed information concerning measures of successful treatment.
Other than pulp sensibility testing, standards for success across the studies were relatively
homogenous. A systematic review by Cushley et al. [66] emphasized the need for guidelines
on reporting success, as high heterogeneity among the included studies prevented meta-
analysis comparisons of success between RCT and coronal pulpotomy.

In the authors’ opinion, it is essential to include the reason for treatment failure
when reporting treatment outcomes. Some studies provided details on the reason for
treatment failure, while others provided minimal or no information. In Table 2, success
rates encompassed both endodontic and restorative failures. It is important to consider
that a restorative failure is not often associated with an endodontic failure. Jassal et al.
reported that three of the five failures that occurred were actually restorative failures.
In three studies [49,57,58], the only failure that occurred was due to restoration fracture.
Interestingly, Careddu and Duncan [15] did not consider four patients who experienced a
restorative failure due to Biodentine dislodgement in their outcome reporting. Considering
this, the success of pulpotomy itself may be higher than reported.

4.2. Partial versus Complete Pulpotomy

It is currently unclear whether a partial or complete pulpotomy is the appropriate
treatment for moderate to severe pulpitis in permanent posterior teeth. Inflammation of
the pulp is usually confined to the carious exposure and does not extend more than a
few millimeters beyond this point [21], yet it is not clinically possible to determine the
precise extent of bacterial penetration and pulpal necrosis. This is why some advocate for a
coronal pulpotomy, as there is a greater chance of removal of all infected tissue [67]. One
study performed 3–4 mm partial pulpotomies in teeth with mild, moderate, and severe
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pulpitis according to Wolters’ 2017 classification, and found that severe pulpitis cases had
a statistically significantly poorer outcome than mild pulpitis cases; further there was no
difference in outcomes between moderate and mild pulpitis [15]. Additionally, all teeth
with severe pulpitis included in that study would be diagnosed with irreversible pulpitis
according to the AAE classification, supporting complete pulpotomy for adequate removal
of severely inflamed pulp tissue. The study by Ramani et al. [47] considered teeth that
were abandoned mid-pulpotomy in the primary outcome. These teeth did not receive
the intervention due to a bleeding time of >6 min. Although no statistical significance
was found between the groups, the partial pulpotomy had a lower primary outcome than
complete pulpotomy (80.8% and 89.8%, respectively), which may have been due to the
conservative nature of a partial pulpotomy. However, it is also important to note that
the allocation system utilized in this study was likely the reason for the difference in the
outcome, not the procedure itself.

Yet, randomized controlled trials that have compared partial and complete pulpo-
tomies in teeth with irreversible pulpitis have not shown a significant difference in outcome
between the two treatment modalities [47,52,53]. Nevertheless, a partial pulpotomy is
more conservative as it preserves the cell-rich coronal pulp and limits the destruction of
primary odontoblasts, thus allowing tertiary dentinogenesis to continue. This may at least
theoretically improve the healing potential of the pulp in case of future insults [68,69]. A
study by Baranwal et al. [53] also showed that partial pulpotomy cases resulted in a higher
percentage of dentine bridge formation and a lower incidence of root canal calcification
compared with complete pulpotomy.

4.3. Age and Medical Status as Prognostic Factors

This review recognized some major limitations in existing clinical studies. The as-
sumption that age is a prognostic factor of treatment has resulted in many studies only
performing pulpotomies in younger age groups. Some believe that VPT success rates
are expected to be lower for mature pulps compared with immature ones. Histologically,
mature pulps show a lower number of odontoblasts and progenitor cells that are important
for pulpal healing and the formation of a hard tissue barrier [70]. Younger pulps have
been shown to have greater blood supply and increased cellularity [71]. However, the
apparently beneficial histological characteristics of younger pulps may not translate to
higher pulpotomy success rates. A recent systematic review included an age range between
6–52 years old and found that age did not affect the outcome of partial pulpotomy in
permanent teeth [72]. Furthermore, a retrospective study by Linuswanont et al. [73] that
included mature and immature teeth found that the age of the patient was not a predictor
of the outcome of MTA pulpotomy. Critically, studies examining the influence of age
underrepresent older patients [51,73]. Additionally, the age groups chosen in the studies
mostly have a low cut-off age for the oldest group that does not allow for older patients to
be separated out [5,51]. Future studies should include more equally weighted and older age
groups as well as larger sample sizes, as the high success rate of treatment often precludes
statistical analysis of age in many studies.

Current clinical studies often fail to mention the medical status of patients or only
treat those who are medically healthy. Because treatment time is significantly less than that
required for RCT on posterior teeth [74], VPT may be more beneficial for medically com-
promised patients. Sánchez-Lara y Tajonar et al. [36] reported that complete pulpotomies
restored with a definitive amalgam restoration in the same appointment were all completed
within 45 to 60 min. Furthermore, one study showed that patients who had received a
pulpotomy required fewer analgesics and experienced less post-operative pain compared
with those who received RCT [20]. This may reduce the risk of adverse drug reactions
in medically compromised patients. There is little evidence in the literature as to which
medical conditions or medications may negatively affect the outcome of a pulpotomy. A
case report on a HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) positive patient [75] demonstrated
12-month clinical and radiographic success of a complete pulpotomy to manage pulpitis
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characterized by spontaneous and lingering pain with hot and cold. Future studies should
perform pulpotomies on patients with a variety of medical conditions or classify patients
according to the ASA classification, as Uesrichai et al. [18] did, to determine if there are any
contraindications for VPT.

4.4. Presenting Signs and Symptoms as Diagnostic Factors

The presenting signs and symptoms are important for obtaining a pulpal and periapi-
cal diagnosis. This review focused on teeth with moderate to severe pulpitis, as categorized
by Wolters. It appears that there is a scarcity of research that explores how the signs and
symptoms at presentation may affect the prognosis of pulpotomy. Anta et al. [51] showed
that treatment outcomes were not affected by pre-operative pain severity (moderate or
severe), but a pain scale and specified descriptors were not used to define the pain severity.
Taha and Abdulkhader [54] discovered that, despite 25% of teeth in their study experienc-
ing severe spontaneous pain rated 9–10/10, they still had a high success rate. In contrast,
Careddu and Duncan [15] found that mild pulpitis had a significantly better outcome
for partial pulpotomy than for teeth with severe pulpitis. Yet, there was no significant
difference in the outcome between mild and moderate pulpitis. This suggests that a coro-
nal pulpotomy may be more appropriate for severe pulpitis cases but also highlights the
diagnostic dilemma of existing pulpitis treatment recommendations.

One of the characteristic features of moderate to severe pulpitis is the presence of linger-
ing pain after performing a cold test. The term ‘lingering’ is highly subjective. Some papers
specify, in seconds, what is considered to be a lingering response [5,15,20,29,36,49,54]; for
example, one paper defined this as pain lasting over 15 s after a cold and heat test [55].
Moreover, many studies failed to mention comparing the duration of cold stimulation with
that of a control tooth/teeth to define ‘lingering pain’ [15,18,20,29,41,45,47,48,50–53,56–58].
In order to identify which pre-operative signs and symptoms may predict successful
treatment, standardized sensibility tests, and pain duration following testing, are necessary.

4.5. Does the Apical Status Affect Prognosis?

It is well established that apical periodontitis precedes total pulp necrosis [24,76]. As
bacteria enter the pulp, superficial necrosis and micro-abscesses will form, while the pulp
below this remains vital [10,77]. Therefore, the presence of apical periodontitis should not
be a definite contraindication to pulpotomy and does not appear to be a prognostic factor in
the literature [5,41,51,53]. Taha and Abdelkhader [49] performed complete pulpotomies on
four teeth that had a PAI score of three, and five teeth with a PAI score of four. Additionally,
44% of the teeth included were tender to percussion at the time of treatment. The authors
were not able to perform statistical analysis as only eight teeth in total had a pre-operative
PARL, but they found that seven of the eight teeth healed (based on loose criteria). Cone-
beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been shown to have a higher sensitivity for
apical periodontitis [78]. Only one study included in the qualitative analysis used CBCT
to determine the radiographic outcome [53]. A study by Hashem et al. [79] showed that
CBCT was more sensitive for the detection of apical radiolucency than PA radiographs
after IPC with Biodentine or glass ionomer cement (GIC). Patients with symptomatic apical
periodontitis underwent pre-operative and 12-month post-operative CBCT scans, which
showed that the presence of a periapical radiolucency did not impact treatment success.
CBCT scans were not carried out for all included patients, so the impact on outcome could
not be fully evaluated due to the possibility that some teeth may have had pre-operative
asymptomatic apical periodontitis.

4.6. Depth of Caries as a Prognostic Factor

The depth of the carious lesion may be a diagnostic predictor for the success of
pulpotomy. Radiographically, caries can be classified as deep or extremely deep depending
on whether or not dentine is present between the pulp chamber space and the carious
lesion, respectively [28]. It has been observed that bacteria were located in the primary
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dentine for deep caries, while extremely deep lesions contained bacteria in the tertiary
dentine and the pulp [80]. Although the depth of the carious lesion was not found to be
statistically significant for the outcome of partial pulpotomy, all failures did occur in the
teeth with extremely deep caries, suggesting that a partial pulpotomy may not be sufficient
for the removal of the severely inflamed, necrotic tissue [15,35]. Furthermore, Careddu
and Duncan [15] found that all of the teeth with extremely deep caries resulted in pulp
exposure after non-selective caries removal, and received a pulpotomy. However, a pulp
exposure only occurred in 42% of the deep lesions, and therefore the majority of these teeth
did not receive the treatment.

4.7. Inflammation: Degree of Bleeding, Bleeding Time, and Concentration of Biomarkers

A necrotic or partially necrotic pulp upon exposure was commonly excluded from
receiving a pulpotomy in the studies assessed. Partially necrotic pulps were characterized
by insufficient bleeding, whereas necrotic pulps were characterized by non-bleeding on
exposure with/without exudate [18,58]. Paradoxically, VPT works on the philosophy
that the superficial pulp is necrotic/severely inflamed while the remainder of the pulp is
healthy and vital. From a technical standpoint, it can be observed that all of these teeth
with moderate to severe pulpitis exhibited partial pulp necrosis. Partial or complete pulp
necrosis upon exposure may be excluded from receiving a partial pulpotomy, as only
2–3 mm of the pulp is removed, which may not be sufficient. Yet, this does not rule out
a coronal pulpotomy as a treatment option. Irrespective of the appearance of the pulp
upon exposure, if there is bleeding evident at the orifice(s), a coronal pulpotomy can still
be performed.

Several studies opted to exclude teeth that did not exhibit pulp exposure following non-
selective caries removal, essentially ignoring the clinical signs and symptoms. One study
excluded seven teeth (two with moderate pulpitis and one with severe pulpitis) as there
was no carious pulp exposure [15]. These teeth received an indirect pulp cap with calcium
hydroxide (CaOH). Within five months, one tooth with moderate pulpitis developed pulp
necrosis and a PARL, requiring RCT. In this current review, only teeth with moderate to
severe pulpitis symptoms were included as part of the criteria. There is debate over whether
teeth with moderate to severe pulpitis but without carious pulp exposure should still
undergo a pulpotomy. While some aim for conservatism, the chance of severe inflammation
and microabscess formation in the pulp is high. Furthermore, Ricucci et al. [23] found that
the clinical diagnosis corresponded with the histological diagnosis of irreversible pulpitis
in 84% of cases and that irreversible pulpitis was always characterized by the presence
of bacteria within the pulp [81]. The goal of VPT is to prevent apical periodontitis and
conserve healthy hard and soft tissue. If deep caries is left, or if bacteria have entered the
pulp already, pulp necrosis and apical periodontitis may ensue as the microbes are sealed
from the external environment but can still receive nutrients for their sustained survival
and pathogenicity from the pulpal tissues and dentine matrix [82].

Clinicians frequently hold the belief that the extent of bleeding and time to hemostasis
may serve as an indicator of whether the tooth’s pulp is reparable or not, and therefore its
suitability for VPT. However, the relationship between bleeding times and degree of pulpal
inflammation is not fully understood [73]. Matsuo et al. [83] performed DPC using CaOH
on carious teeth with varying degrees of pulpitis. This study served as the basis for the
belief that excessive pulpal bleeding may indicate a pulp that is excessively inflamed, and
less likely to respond favorably to VPT. However, this study only described DPC, which
many consider to be too conservative for teeth with moderate to severe pulpitis [8,81].

Sharma et al. [48] was the only study to investigate the relationship between inflam-
mation (measured by the concentration of MMP-9) and bleeding time, and found no such
correlation. This suggests that the time taken to achieve hemostasis is not an effective
indicator of pulp inflammation severity. A study by Waterhouse and colleagues [84] found
no difference in the bleeding stoppage time between normal pulps and those that were
inflamed, again suggesting that the extent of bleeding may not be a diagnostic indicator.
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Another study found that the average bleeding time increased with pulpitis severity, but
this was not statistically significant [15].

The threshold time to hemostasis for pulpotomy to be performed greatly varies in
the literature. One review considers a healthy bleeding time to be within 8–15 min [85],
with another suggesting that hemostasis should be achieved within 10 min [86]. In most
of the papers reviewed, statistical analysis was not performed to determine if bleeding
time affected the outcome of partial or complete pulpotomy. Anta et al. [51] found that the
bleeding time did not affect the outcome, but only included cases that took up to 5 min
for bleeding stoppage. One study included bleeding times that ranged from 3 to 25 min
and found that the only failure occurred in the tooth that had a bleeding time of 7 min [46].
Further studies with adequate power analysis should be conducted to determine whether
the extent of bleeding or the bleeding time are both diagnostic and prognostic. Moreover,
little is known about any impact anti-coagulant and anti-platelet medications may have on
the bleeding time.

Some studies did not utilize NaOCl for the hemostasis protocol [5,29,41,46,51,55–57].
NaOCl has been shown to be effective at reducing hemorrhage and promoting hemosta-
sis [87]. It is also a strong antibacterial that is used to disinfect the wound and remove
necrotic infected pulp tissue [88]. A randomized controlled trial also showed that rinsing
with 2.5% NaOCl resulted in better outcomes and less post-operative pain for DPC than
rinsing with sterile saline [89]. However, no pulp tissue was removed. Thus, this procedure
relied on chemical disinfection entirely. Other studies have shown no difference in outcome
for pulpotomy when using NaOCl or saline [90,91].

Further studies with adequate power analysis need to be conducted to determine
whether the extent of bleeding or the bleeding time are both diagnostic and prognostic,
though to date there is no evidence that supports this.

Changes in biomarker profile and concentration are leading indicators of pulpal
inflammatory progression, preceding microscopic and macroscopic changes [92]. The de-
velopment of a chairside diagnostic biomarker test with high specificity and sensitivity may
assist in future clinical decision-making between VPT or RCT. Matrix Metalloproteinase-9
(MMP-9) has been of particular interest in recent studies as it is expressed in high concen-
trations in inflamed pulps as an indicator of tissue breakdown [93,94]. Mente et al. [95]
sampled pulpal blood after a partial pulpotomy in 44 teeth with deep caries and found that
the MMP-9 levels were significantly higher in patients with moderate to severe pulpitis.
However, there were no significant differences in levels between the reversible pulpitis
group and the irreversible pulpitis group that had taken non-steroidal anti-inflammatories
(NSAIDs) prior to treatment. This may mask the true histological status of the tooth and af-
fect diagnostic decision-making. Unfortunately, a further limitation of that study is that the
authors did not correlate the success of partial pulpotomy with the MMP-9 concentrations.
Sharma et al. [48] obtained pulpal blood samples after pulp exposures to quantify MMP-9
concentrations in teeth with extremely deep caries and symptoms of irreversible pulpitis.
The authors correlated these values with the outcome of a complete pulpotomy and found
that an MMP-9 concentration of ≥334.8 ng/mL was a critical value for pulpotomy failure.
The paper [48] reported the test to have 83% sensitivity, suggesting that only 17% of cases
with MMP-9 ≥334.8 ng/mL would have a successful pulpotomy outcome. However, based
on the information provided in the paper and definitions of test accuracy (Table S1), a
contingency table (Table S2) was created. This table shows that six out of eleven (54.5%)
teeth with a reading of ≥334.8 ng/mL were actually successful after pulpotomy. Essentially,
of the teeth in which a test would indicate that no pulpotomy should be performed, more
than half could have had a successful pulpotomy. However, the test did correctly identify
all the pulpotomy failures, which is reassuring to a clinician. Further studies with large
sample sizes on various profiles of biomarkers should be undertaken to assist with a more
accurate chairside diagnostic test to determine the true inflammatory status of the pulp for
appropriate management.
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4.8. The Importance of a Definitive Restoration

Currently, no randomized controlled trials have compared the outcomes of pulpotomy
with immediate versus delayed permanent restoration placement. However, as seen in the
results (Table 2), definitive restorations were mostly placed within 1–2 weeks, and high
success rates were observed. Potentially, one of the main prognostic factors for VPT success
is the quality of the coronal seal of the restoration [96]. Many authors advocate for the place-
ment of the definitive restoration in the same appointment for better outcomes [4,97,98].
All studies included in the systematic review by Ather et al. [16] had a permanent restora-
tion either placed immediately or within one-month post-pulpotomy, which may have
contributed to the high pooled success rate of 86%. Tan et al. [99] showed the placement of
a GIC restoration resulted in a greater risk of late failure and need for further intervention
than when amalgam or CR was placed. It has also been shown that a delay in placement
of the permanent restoration negatively affected the prognosis of DPC [100]. However, a
retrospective study showed that the quality of the restoration has no significant impact on
the outcome of coronal pulpotomy [73]. Even teeth with marginal leakage and secondary
caries can still show clinical and radiographic success after follow-up. Three studies in
the review’s qualitative analysis found that restorative reasons were the primary cause of
treatment failure [15,52,57]. The success rate for complete pulpotomy in one study was
particularly low [56]. While strict success criteria may have contributed, they found that
the one-year overall success rate for MTA was 44%. All teeth in the study were restored
with Kalzinol for 24 h. Kalzinol, a resin-reinforced zinc-oxide eugenol (ZOE) cement, is
used as an intermediate restorative material [101], and has been shown to be strongly
associated with microleakage [102]. In addition, ZOE cements can delay the setting reaction
of MTA [103], which may have contributed to further microleakage resulting in long-term
radiographic failure. Furthermore, teeth in this study were only permanently restored with
resin-modified GIC (RMGIC) and CR if they were asymptomatic at 24 h, with those that
were symptomatic considered a failure. It is possible that these teeth may have succeeded
given more time. Others found that over 50% of patients reported increased sensitivity to
cold at seven days post-pulpotomy, which gradually subsided over the following three
months [25].

When using MTA or calcium silicate cement (CSC) as a pulp capping material, it is
common to place a moist cotton pellet for 24 h before restoring the tooth [45,58]. However,
placing a moist cotton pellet over MTA offers little additional benefit for the setting reac-
tion [104], and there is clear evidence that etching and placement of a CR restoration can be
done after initial setting of the material (approximately 10 min) [105,106].

4.9. Pulp Capping Material

The success of VPT has significantly increased with the introduction of biocompatible
and bioregenerative materials such as MTA and other CSCs [58,107,108]. Pulp capping
materials induce superficial pulpal necrosis and inflammation to stimulate healing and the
formation of a hard tissue barrier [109,110].

CaOH is no longer recommended as a pulp capping material due to the presence
of tunnel defects in the hard tissue barrier. This is a potential source of microleakage,
and the deeper coagulation necrosis and inflammation that is observed leads to poorer
outcomes [16,111–113].

Frequently, there are no significant outcome differences found among different MTA
and CSC varieties across various VPT treatments [114]; however, a systematic review did
find Biodentine to be superior [16]. As long as the remaining pulp is non-inflamed and is
capable of healing, hemorrhage has been controlled, and the pulp capping material has
provided a bacterial tight seal, the VPT should be successful [5]. Histological examination
of successful cases has shown continued pulp vitality with the absence of inflammatory
infiltrate. Figure 2 illustrates the healing response of an inflamed pulp when treated with a
pulpotomy. The case report [115] refers to a young patient and a full MTA pulpotomy of
tooth #29 (45 in FDI numbering) with a diagnosis of irreversible pulpitis and symptomatic
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apical periodontitis. The tooth was extracted 10 months post-operatively for orthodontic
reasons, despite enjoying clinical and radiographic success, and the tooth was submitted
to histological examination. Figure 2 shows the MTA material just superior to a hard
dentine bridge. The deeper odontoblastic layer is intact despite a segment of superficial
odontoblasts just below the dentine bridge being destroyed. Figure 2 also shows that the
remaining pulp tissue below the dentine bridge is completely free of inflammatory infiltrate.
These images are a compelling example of the pulp showing repair and maintenance of its
vitality, with the absence of any chronic inflammation or dystrophic mineralization, after
VPT has been performed.
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Figure 2. Reprinted with permission from Operative Dentistry. Microphotographs of hematoxylin
and eosin-stained tissue sections of tooth #29 (45 in FDI numbering). (A): Low-power (original
magnification 10×) microphotograph showing a thin reparative dentin bridge below MTA and no
inflammation in the underlying residual pulp tissue. A short segment of superficial odontoblastic
layer just below the dentin bridge was destroyed. However, the deeper odontoblastic layer was intact.
(B): High-power (original magnification 50×) microphotograph revealing no inflammation and a
small focus of dystrophic calcification (arrow) in the underlying residual pulp tissue. (C): Low-power
(original magnification 10×) microphotograph of a deeper tissue section showing a thicker reparative
dentin bridge below MTA and the nearly normal underlying residual pulp tissue. (D): High-power
(original magnification 50×) microphotograph exhibiting the reparative dentin bridge made up
of osteodentin and no inflammation in the underlying residual pulp tissue. From Chueh and
Chiang [115], reprinted with permission.

4.10. Potential Risks and Complications Associated with Pulpotomies

There are concerns about the potential risks of VPTs. Pulp canal obliteration (PCO)
may occur, whereby the radiographic pulp space cannot be visualized, making future RCT
more difficult [116]. The risk of developing PCO after pulpotomies is extremely low [52,54],
with some reports showing no incidence of calcification [49]. One study found that the
incidence of root canal calcification was significantly higher in the complete pulpotomy
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group, compared with the partial pulpotomy group [53]. It is important to note that
PCO signifies a healthy pulp, and the chances of future pulp necrosis are low [117,118].
Internal root resorption (IRR) has been reported after VPT [114]. It is associated with long-
standing chronic inflammation in a vital pulp that has some extent of coronal necrotic tissue
present [119]. One study on 20 teeth showed one tooth that had radiographic evidence of
internal resorption despite complete healing of the pre-operative PARL [54]. Thus, overall,
the risk of the development of IRR appears low in the literature. Asgary and Ehsani [57]
histologically examined the one case that failed for prosthodontic reasons and found that
there was evidence of arrested internal resorption with no evidence of inflammation within
the pulp tissue in addition to the presence of a complete hard tissue barrier. Additionally,
Taha and Abdulkhader [54] reported a case of internal root resorption in a lower molar
with evidence of preoperative radiolucency that was resolved at 12 months.

Tooth discoloration is another risk after VPT, particularly after complete pulpo-
tomy [120]. It is an important patient-centered outcome measure related to esthetics,
however; in posterior teeth, discoloration is less of an esthetic concern. The papers included
in the analysis reported a very low incidence of tooth discoloration, with many reporting
no discoloration at all [46,49,50,52,54,58]. MTA appears to have the highest risk of discol-
oration due to the presence of bismuth oxide [18]. Residual NaOCl in contact with bismuth
oxide may also lead to further discoloration of the tooth, which is why rinsing with sterile
saline prior to MTA placement is advocated by some [121]. Biodentine application appears
to result in significantly less discoloration than MTA [15,18,122].

Finally, it is difficult to determine the vitality of the pulp after treatment. Pulp sensi-
bility tests are less reliable in teeth that have received a pulpotomy, particularly a coronal
pulpotomy. A randomized controlled trial found that 94% of teeth responded to EPT after
a partial pulpotomy, whereas this was only 63% after complete pulpotomy [52]. Following
a pulpotomy, teeth are more likely to respond to EPT than cold testing, making EPT a more
useful diagnostic tool for teeth with a history of VPT [123]. The absence of a response to
cold and/or EPT does not reflect the true histological status of the pulp, and a clinician
should consider clinical and radiographic signs and symptoms before deciding on the
outcome of the previous pulpotomy.

5. Conclusions

A partial or complete pulpotomy should be offered to patients for the treatment of
moderate to severe pulpitis, as an alternative to root canal treatment and extraction. High
long-term success rates are reported in the literature [5,66]. It is essential to update existing
diagnostic classifications to recognize that the current term “irreversible pulpitis” is no
longer valid [16]. Guidelines to assist a clinician in the decision-making process can be
generated once the diagnostic and prognostic predictors of successful pulpotomy have
been recognized and corroborated.

The authors recommend that future studies consider and address the following:

• Future studies should focus on assessing how different medical conditions or medica-
tions may affect the outcome of VPT, particularly as medically compromised patients
may be more likely to benefit from such a treatment option;

• An extended age range and a higher number of participants in older age groups should
be included, as age has not shown to be a prognostic factor of treatment [5,72]. Such a
treatment option would be particularly beneficial for older patients;

• From the studies analyzed in this scoping review, it is evident that bleeding time is
likely not a predictor of success or failure of pulpotomy [15,18,35,46,51]. Historically,
the bleeding time has been perceived to be a predictor of the extent of inflammation,
with longer bleeding times indicating an irreversibly inflamed pulp that would not
remain vital [35]. However, the authors recognize that a practical limit for the clinician
may be adopted;

• Biomarkers are a potentially promising quantitative method for identifying the extent
of pulpal inflammation, and therefore guiding treatment decisions [48,95]. Future
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studies should consider enrolling high numbers of participants to identify a biomarker
with high specificity and sensitivity for pulpotomy outcomes.

This study was not a systematic review or meta-analysis. Thus, studies were not
formally evaluated for risk of bias or heterogeneity. The conclusions of this scoping review
do, however, validate pulpotomy as a predictable treatment for permanent mature posterior
teeth with symptoms of moderate to severe pulpitis, and encourage further research into
the potential diagnostic and prognostic predictors of outcome.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/oral3040045/s1, Supplementary Table S1 provides defini-
tions of relevant statistical terms [124] and Table S2 is a contingency table developed from information
provided in the Sharma et al. 2021 paper [48], based on these definitions.
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